LICENSE

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AND SCIENCE OF UKRAINE

Type of practical activity: providing of educational services by educational establishments connected with obtaining of higher education according to qualification requirements to specialist, Master (including foreign citizens) (specialties (professions) and licensed capacities are indicated in the supplement)

Title of legal entity: National Pirogov Memorial Medical University, Vinnytsya

Legal entity identification code: 02010669

Legal entity location: 21018 Vinnytsya City, Pirogov Str., building 56

Decision on submitting the license: of Accreditational Comission dated September 22, 2014, recordings № 112 (order of MES of Ukraine dated October 2, 2014 № 2866l)

Validity of the license: The term of validity is indicated in the supplement

Date of issue of the license: November 4, 2014

Minister: S.M. Kvit

(seal)